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A SUMMARY ON  THE EXISTENCE THEOREM OF DETACHED SHOCK 

SOLUTIONS OF POTENTIAL FLOW AND A DISCUSSION ABOUT 

DETACHED SHOCK SOLUTIONS OF FULL EULER SYSTEM 

MYOUNGJEAN BAE AND WEI XIANG 

ABSTRACT. In this paper, we review a result from [1] on the existence of detached shock solutions 
of steady potential flow past a convex blunt body in恥2,and summarize its proof. Furthermore, 
we discuss an open problem about detached shock solutions of full Euler system, and explain its 
difficulties. 

1. PRELIMINARIES 

For a fixed constant "(> 1, called an adiabatic exponent, the steady compressible Euler system 

佐 (p附）+ Bx2(P四） =0 

佐 (pu1附）＋俣(pu匹）＋佐p= 0 for j = 1, 2 

1 "IP 
佐 (pu1B)+偽(p四 B)= 0 for B = -(ui + u§) + 

2 (勺ー l)p

(1.1) 

governs two dimensional steady flow of inviscid compressible ideal polytropic gas. And, the func-

tions (p墨 1墨 2,p)represent density, horizontal and vertical components of velocity, and pressure, 

respectively. The velocity u is expressed as u = u1釘十四e2,for e1 = (1, 0) and e2 = (0, 1). The 
function B is called the Bernoulli invariant, and it is a constant along each integral curve of the 

velocity vector field u, provided that p > 0 holds. To simplify argument, we assume that 

B = B。 (1.2) 

for some constant B。>0. 

Suppose that (p, u,p) is a C1 solution to (1.1) with satisfying p > 0, u1 > 0 and (1.2). Then it 
satisfies 

for S given by 

Date: January 19, 2020. 

Bx, (pu1) + Bx2 (p四） =0 

8エ1四ー 8四 U1= 
Sp-Y-1S四

(,-1)町

pu• ▽ S=O 

B = B。

p 
S:=一・

p-Y 

(1.3) 
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Here, the function S is called the entropy. The vo仕icityw := aエ1四ー 8四附 quantifiesthe local 
rotation of the flow. If S三 S。forsome constant S,。>0, then the system (1.3) is further simplified 
as 

佐 (puり＋俣(p四） =0 

8x1四ー 8x四 1= 0 

S=S。
B=B。・

(1.4) 

The system (1.4) is called the steady Euler system of irrotational flow, or the steady Euler system 
of potential flow in the sense that u can be represented as u =▽ cp for a scalar function cp, called 
a velocity potential function. The local sound speed c = c(p) and the Mach number M = M(p, u) 
of the system (1.4) are given by 

c(p) =亨戸1, M(p,u) =叫， (1.5) 

respectively. The flow governed by (1.4) is subsonic if M(p, u) < 1, sonic if M(p, u) = 1, and 
supersonic if M(p, u) > 1. More interestingly, the system (1.4) is elliptic-hyperbolic mixed type if 
M(p, u) < 1, and it is hyperbolic if M(p, u) > 1. 

In this paper, we review a recent result on the existence of detached shock solutions of (1.4) past 
a blunt body when an incoming supersonic flow is prescribed with uniform data with a horizontal 
velocity. And, we discuss about an open problem on the existence of detached shock solutions of 
(1.1) past a blunt body. 

For a fixed angle 0w E (0, ;), let a symmetric wedge Wi。in配 withthe half-angle仇 begiven 
by 

w。:= {x = (x1, 四） E配： X1~I四 I cot 0w}, (1.6) 

The blunt body Wb considered in this paper is given as a perturbation of W0 as follows: 

Definition 1.1. For a fixed constant ho > 0, let a function b : 尺→ 股 satisfythe following 
properties: 

x1 = b(x 

__ , _______________________________—• ______________ x, 

FIGURE 1.1. Blunt body Wb induced from a symmetric wedge Wi。

(b1) b(x2) = b(-x2) for all x2 E訳；
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伽） b EC憚）；
伽） b'(叫>0 for all四>O; 
(b4) b" (吟） 2". 0 for all x2 2". O; 
(b5) b(四） = x2 cot仇 forx2 2". h。.
For such a function b, we define a blunt body Wb by 

Wb := {x = (x□ 2) E配： X1 2". b(四）｝．

For simplicity of notations, let us set 

bo := b(O). 

We define a domain D by 

v :=R2¥ wb. 
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We call (p墨 1,匹） E [L00(V)]3 a weak solution of (1.4) if the following properties are satisfied: 

(s1) p > 0 a.e. in'D; 
(s2) B = B。皿dS = So pointwisely in'D; 
(s3) For皿 ytest function </J E C~(配）， it holds that 

J 四 1虹＋匹2知 dx=Ju毒— u1<Px2 dx = 0. 
ゎ V

Suppose that a non self-intersecting C1 curve T divides V into two open subdomains v-and 
か sothat v-nか=0 and v-UTUか=V. A weak solution of (1.4) with a shock T is given 
as a result from an integration by parts in (s3). 

Definition 1.2 (Weak solution of (1.4) with a shock T). We define (p, u心） E [L00(V)nC0(か）n
C贔（戸）]3 to be a weak solution to (1.4) with a shock T if the following properties are satisfied: 

(S1) (p,u1,u2) satisfy (s1)-(s2), and Tis C1; 
(S2) In詞 (p墨 1匹） satisfy the equations 

Bx, (pu1) + 8x2 (pu2) = 0, and Bx, u2 -8, じ2U1= 0 pomtwisely; 

(S3) For each point x. ET, define 

(p+, ut'ut)(ふ）：= lim (p墨 1,匹）(x), (p―, u1,u2)(x.) := lim (p墨 1,四）(x). 
X→X ● X→ x, 
xEゎ+ xE'Dー

Then, (p墨 1墨 2)satisfy the Rankine-Hugoniot conditions 

p+(ut,ut)・v = p―(u1,u2)-v, and (ut,ut)・T=(u1,u2)・T onT, (1.9) 

where v is a unit normal, and T is a unit tangential on T. 
(S4) On T, we have 

(ut, 叫） •vi= 0 (or equivalently (u1, u2)・vi= 0), 

and 

(ut, 吋） •vi= (u1,u2)-v. 

(S5) On 81J, the slip boundary condition 

(u1,u2)・n = 0 

holds for the inward unit normal vector field n on 81J. 
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Definition 1.3 (Entropy solution). Let (p墨 1四） be a weak solution in'D with a shock T in the 
sense of Definition 1.2. We call the solution an entropy solution if 

O<p―く炉く oo, and O < (ut, 吋）・ツ＜（町五） ・V< 00 (1.10) 

hold on T where the unit normal v = 
阿，u刃ー(ut,uす）
l(u1,u2)ー (ut,u2)I

+ on T points interior to v+. 

Here, (p―――・  墨 1, u2) is called an incoming state. 

Given constants (,, S。,Bo) with 1 > 1, S。>0 and B。>0, define a set D00 of incoming 
supersonic states by 

Doo(,, S。,Bo) := { (Poo, 阪） E良2:~ 心+,~o~~l = B。,Poo > 0, Uoo >~}. (1.11) 
The set D00(1, S。,B。)contains all the horizontal uniform supersonic flows with the Bernoulli 

constant Bo. For (p00, u00) E D oo (,, S。，Bo),set Moo as 

Moo:= 
Uoo 

石・
Without loss of generality, let assume that So = 1 for the rest of the paper unless otherwise specified. 

2. THE EXISTENCE OF DETACHED SHOCK SOLUTIONS TO THE SYSTEM (1.4) 

2.1. The existence of detached shock solutions. In [1], the existence of detached shock so-
lutions to the system (1.4) past the blunt body Wb is proved. In order to state the result more 
precisely, we first define Holder norms with weight at infinity. 

Defi.mt10n 2.1. Fix constants m E z+, μE IR, and a E (0, 1). 

{i) For a function f : 町→ 股， define

m 

11/11閏い：= L sup (1 + I四 l)Hμ, dj_ !(⑫） 
j=O x2瞑+ d吐

[/](μ,) := sup (1 + min{lx2I, Ixり}r+a+μ,
五!(叫—是!(功） 1

m,a, 艮+ x2三 EIR+ lx2 -x卯

11/11(μ,) m,a,IR+ : = 11/11(μ,) + [/](μ,) m, 艮+ m,a,JR+・ 

{ii) Let D c記 bean open and connected domain. For points x, x'E D, let x2, x; denote the 

x2-coordinates of x, x', respectively. For a functionの：万→ 恥 define
m 

11¢11盟伍：= Lsup(l十四）j+μ, L 1aLc鯰¢(x)I 
j=O 

xED 
O<:'.l<:'.j 

鴎勾―1rp(x)-8~ 直悶―l¢(x')I
[¢](μ,) := sup (1 + min{四，叫}r+a+μ, L m,a,D 

xf,x'ED Ix -x'I°' 
O<l<m 

馴儡，D:= llr/>11此+[¢ 凰，D・

Since the domain'Dis symmetric about x1-axis, the main result of [1] on the existence of detached 
shock solutions past Wb is stated on the upper half plane記：＝配 n{x2;::: O}. 
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Theorem 2.2. [1, Theorem 2.13] Fix 1 > 1 and B。>0. And, fix /3 E (0, 1). 

(a) (The existence of detached shock solutions) For a fixed constant do> 0, there exists a small 
constant乞>0 depending on (,, B。,do) so that if the incoming supersonic state (p00, 脳） E 
D00(,, 1, Bo) satisfies M00 =¼for E E (0, t], then the system (1.4) has an entropy solution 
(p, u) in恨tt¥ Wb for U = (Uぃ匹） with a shock Tsh = {(fsh(x2),x2): x2 2". O} in the sense of 
Definition 1.3 for the incoming state (p00, u00, 0). And, the solution satisfies the following 
prope廿ies:
(i)恥 (0)= bo -do; 
(ii) The冗 existsa constant r5 > 0 depending only on (,, B。,do) such that 

b(四)-fsh(四） 2". r5 for all x2 2". O; 

(iii) Setting as知：= {x = (x1心） E記¥Wb: X1 > fsh(四），四>O}, we have 

1lim l(P, u)(x) -(p;t, u;t)I = 0, and lim If向(x2)-s;tl = 0 
X→～四→OO

xE!1 f,h 

for the uniform state (p贔，U贔，S贔） uniquely determined as a strong shock state corre-
sponding to the half-wedge angle 0w on the shock polar curve of the incoming state 
(Poo, 脳） • Here, u贔＝（叫，u;)is a constant vector in配．

(iv) There exists a constant & E (0, 1) depending only on 0w, and a constant C > 0 depend-
ing only on (,, Bo, do) such that 

(-fl) (1-fJ) 2 

llfsh -foll2,&,IR+ + llu -u贔，&,nt,h~C1o,-1 (2.1) 

for the functions Jo defined by 

Jo(四）：=S贔吟 +bo-d。• (2.2) 

(v) There exists a constant c, E (0, 1) depending only on (,, Bo, do) so that the Mach 
number M(p, u) defined by (1.5) satisfies the inequality 

M(p, u) ::; 1 -c, in恥・

In other words, the flow in知 issubsonic, thus Y sh is a transonic shock in the sense 
that the flow changes from supersonic to subsonic across the shock Y sh. 

(b) (Convexity of detached shocks) For a fixed constant do> 0, let Ebe from Theo詑 m2.2{a). 
Then, there exists a constant E E (0, 色]depending on (,, B。,do) so that if the incoming 
supersonic state (p00,u00) E D00(,,Bo) satisfies M00 =¼for EE (0, 合],then the system 

(1.4) has an entropy solution (p, u) in民i¥ wb with a shock l sh = { Ush(x2), X叫： X2 2: 〇｝
that satisfies 

瓜（四） 2". 0 for四＞〇
as well as all the properties (i)-(v) stated in Theorem 2.2{a). 

2.2. Discussion about Theorem 2.2 (a). 

Far-field asymptotic limit: We first explain how (p贔，叫吟，S贔） is given. 

It follows from Definition 1.2 and the statement (iii) of Theorem 2.2(a) that (p贔，uf,u~, s贔）
satisfies the following equations for (p墨 1墨 2,s): 

p(u1 -s匹） = Poo 

U1S -U2 = U00S 

1 ,P'-1 
-((u1)2 + (u2)2) + = B。•
2 ,-1 

(2.3) 
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According to [1, Lemma 2.5], if M00(=りissufficiently large, or equivalently if E: is sufficiently small, 
then the set of solutions (p, u1, u2, s) to (2.3) with satisfying the entropy condition in the sense of 

Definition 1.3 is nonempty. Furthermore, there exist exact y two solutions (p(l) 
(1) 

, Ul ,u2' 
(1) (1) s)  and 

(p(2)'Ui2)'亭，sC2l)that satisfy the slip boundary condition 

(u1匹） ・llb= 0 on OWb n {四>ho} 

for a umt normal nb on 8Wb. And, we have l(u 
(1) (1) 
1 ,u2) -(uoo,O)I =JI( 

(2) (2 
U1 ,u2)) -(uoo,O)I-With-

(1) (1) (2) (2) 
out loss of generality, we assume that I (u u -1 , 2) (uoo,O)I > l(u1 ,u2) -(u00,0)I- The state 

(p(l)'副，贔，s(ll)yields a strong shock solution of (1.4) past the symmetric wedge Wi。ofhalf-

wedge angle 0w, and the state (p(2), ui2), 叫叫sC2l)yields a weak shock solution. The far-field 

asymptotic limit (p贔， U贔， s~t) from Theorem 2.2(a) is equal to (p(l), u『l,u~1l,s(1l). The words 

'strong'and'weak'are given because we have O < s(l) < sC2) < cot 0w. Since (p贔，U贔） is the 
state behind a strong shock, it follows from a shock polar analysis([!, 3]) that the Mach number 

Me:= 
lue I st 

炉So(p;,J,-1
of the state (p贔，ll8t,S8t) is strictly less than 1. 

Outline of the proof of Theorem 2.2{a): In [1], Theorem 2.2(a) is proved by a stream function 
formulation. If (p墨 1匹） is a C1 solution to (1.4) in a domain, then the equation佐 (pu1)+ 
Ox2(P四） = 0 in (1.4) implies that there exists a C2-function心tosatisfy 

▽_j_ゆ=(pu1,P四） for ▽_j_心：＝（髯—虹） • (2.4) 

Such a function心iscalled a st柁 amfunction in the sense that心isa constant along each integral 
curve of the momentum density vector field pu = p(u1墨2).Then, by applying the implicit function 
theorem, one can show that there exists a unique smooth function p = fJ(lql2) so that if the Mach 

lul number M(= is less than 1, then the system (1.4) can be simplified as 

‘ 
div (P(I~ い） =0  (2.5) 

And, Theorem 2.2 (a) can be proved by solving the following free boundary problem for (心，/sh)in 

記¥w; が

Problem 2.3 (Stream function formulation of free boundary problem). Fix a constant d。>0. 

Find a function /sh E Cに（町） with satisfying /sh(四） < b(吟） for x2 2'. 0 and a function心E

C贔（伽） nc贔（知） so that the following pr-ope廿ieshold: 

(i) 

▽叫く（勺;/)B。)~ in 知（⇔ M =/ 1 in 知）

for !1!,h := {(x心）€記： f叫吟） < x1 < b(x叫｝
(ii) (Equation for心）

div (p(;:12)) = 0 in !1!,h 

(iii) (Boundary conditions for心） Define 

Tsh := {(/sh(x2),x叫： X2 2': 0}, rsym := {(x1,0): /sh(O) < X1 < b(O)}, 

恥：= {(b(四），四）： X2 2': O}. 
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Then心satisfiesthe following boundary conditions: 

心=PooUoo四 onl'sh, 

心=0 onfsymUfb. 

(Asymptotic bounda内/condition) In addition, ゆsatisfies

lim I▽_l心(x)-p;tl心I=□.
lxl→00 

xE<l 
fsh 

(iv) (Free boundary condition) 

f~h(四）＝
（心XlゆCl▽州）） (/sh(四），四）

（ゆ叩alP(I▽叫り） Ush(x2), 叱!)-Uoo 

恥 (0)= bo -d。・
In [1], Problem 2.3 is solved in two steps: 

for all⑫ > 0, 

point with the heig];i L from四 =0

▽心・(cos0w,sin0w)= 0 

Xl = f;f.(X分(freeboundary), 

p。

FIGURE 2.1. A cut-off domain 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

Step 1. Given a sufficiently large constant L, a free boundary problem for (訊JI{.)is formulated 

with the additional boundary condition▽屈・(cos0w, sin 0w) = 0 given on a cut-off boundary, where 
the cut-off boundary has an end point away from the boundary of the blunt body凱 withits height 
L from the line x2 = 0 (Fig. 2.1). Here, this end point is to be determined in solving the free 
boundary problem. For convenience, we call L the height of the cut-off bounda咄

And, the free boundary problem in the cut-off domain is solved by applying Schauder fixed point 
theorem under the assumption of largeness of M00 depending only on (,, B。,S。,do)-

In this step, a local uniqueness of a solution to the free boundary problem can be addition-
ally achieved by applying the contraction mapping principle if M00 is sufficiently large. But, the 
largeness of M00 may depend on L to guarantee the local uniqueness. 

Step 2. Fix a sequence { Ln}::°=l so that each Ln is sufficiently large withらく Ln+lfor all 
n EN, and lim Ln = oo. For each n EN, one can solve the free boundary problem formulated in 

n→OO 

step 1 in a cut-off domain with a cut-off boundary of the height Ln. Let (叫，fsh,n)be a solution 
to the free boundary problem. Then, one can extract a subsequence from {fsh,n}::°=l so that it 

converges to a function !sh,oo : 酎→ JR inび onany compact subset of JR+. This procedure is 
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done by applying Arzela-Ascoli theorem and a diagonal argument. Then, a solution (似!sh)to 
Problem 2.3 can be constructed by using the limit function /sh,oo, the sequence {叫}and a limiting 
argument. 

Fu廿herdiscussion on Theorem 2.2{a): Note that Theorem 2.2(a) cannot guar皿 teethe unique-

ness of a detached shock solution. Suppose that (p, u, /sh) and (p, u, fsh) are two detached shock 
solutions that satisfy all the properties (i)-(v) stated in Theorem 2.2 (a). Then, one can compute 

functions心and炒from(p, u, !sh)皿 d(p, u, fsh), respectively, so that (心，麺） and (炒，fsh)solve 
Problem 2.3. If we had 

lim l/sh(x2) -fsh(四）I =O, 
x2→00 

then it would follow from a contracting argument that !sh = !sh on酎， thusゆ＝ゆ infif,h(= f21,J 

for sufficiently large M00. But, the best estimate of lfsh(四)-fsh(四)I obtained from statement 
(iv) of Theorem 2.2(a) is 

If叫叫—知（四） 1 さ C尋
for some constant C > 0. 

And, for each (p00, 脳） E D00仇 1,Bo), one can construct a family of detached shock solutions 
of (1.4) with different values of d。.A qualitative analysis shows that if d。2:d for some d > 0, then 
the estimate constants (乞，6,C,c,)in Theorem 2.2(a) can be chosen depending only on (,,Bo,Q). 
Therefore, Theorem 2.2(a) implies that there exists a small constantら>0 depending on (勺,B。,d) 
so that if (p00皇oo)E Dooけ1,Bo) satisfies M00 2: f;, then for each d。2:d, there exists at least 

one detached shock solutions (p, u, !sh) with 

fsh = b。 -d。•

This yields infinitely many detached shock solutions for a fixed incoming supersonic data. In order 
to pick a physically admissible detached shock solution, a further analysis on structural or dynamical 
stability of detached shock solutions would be necessary. 

2.3. Discussion about Theorem 2.2 (b). 

Outline of the proof of Theorem 2.2{b): In [1], Theorem 2.2 (b) is proved in four steps. 

Step 1. For a fixed a constant L sufficiently large, let (仇fsh)be a solution to the free boundary 
problem in a cut-off domain with a cut-off boundary of the height L from the line x2 = 0. See§2.2 
for the description on how a cut-off free boundary problem is formulated to solve Problem 2.3. 

For u = u1 e1 + u匹 2given by 

▽J_心
u1e1 + u匹 2:= 

如▽軒）＇

it is shown in [1, Lemma 6.3] that u1 > 0 holds away from the vertex point Pi。ofthe blunt body 
Wb. See Fig. 2.1. This implies that the speed lul is strictly positive away from Po. In fact, Po is a 
stagnation point, that is, lu(Po)I = 0. This can be checked by using the boundary condition (2.6), 
which corresponds to the slip boundary condition of u on I'sym U rb, and C1 regularity of心upto 
the boundary, which implies the continuity of u. 

Step 2. Away from the point Po, define 

匹e := arctan-, Q := ln lul. 
U1 
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By differentiating the equation B = B。inthe direction of u, we get the expression 

lul 
U・ ▽ p= - U・ ▽ lul. 

p"!-2 
(2.9) 

Next, we rewrite the first equation in (1.4) as▽ . u+吟7.P.= 0, then combine (2.9) with this 

equation to get 

1 1 

I 
▽ ・U- U・ ▽ lul =O. 

u p'Y-1 
(2.10) 

We reduce the system (1.4) into the system of (2.10) and the second equation in (1.4), and rewrite 
the reduced system in terms of (0, Q) away from Po to get two differential equations for (0, Q). 
From this rewritten system, one c皿 directlyderive a second order differential equation as follows: 

2 

ど佐(a;J佐Q)= 0 away from Pi。 (2.11) 
i,j=l 

for 

an = 1 -M2 cos2 0, a12 = -a21 = M2 sin 0 cos 0, a22 = 1 -M2 sin2 0. 

And, the equation (2.11) is uniformly elliptic in { X1 > !sh (四）} as we seek for a subsonic flow behind 
a detached shock (the statement (v) of Theorem 2.2(a)). Then, by using m訟 imumprinciple and 
Hopf's lemma, it can be shown that if Q has a local extremum at a point P,, then P, cannot lie 

-in the interior of subsonic region { x1 > !sh (四）｝；
-on the cut-off boundary; 

-on the shock rsh := {x1 = !sh(巧）： 0::; X2さL}.

This implies that if lul(=占） has a local extremum at a point P,, then P, must lie on either the 

boundary of the blunt body Wb, or on the symmetric line I'sym・ 

Step 3. A direct computation with using the Rankine-Hugoniot conditions (1.9) yields that 

sgn J;~(四） = sgn~~I Ush(吟），四） for 0く四 <L.

Therefore, if it is proved that 

then it directly implies that 

d 
-lu(fsh(四），四）120 forOく四 <L,
dx2 

f盆（叫>0 for O <四く L.

(2.12) 

(2.13) 

The inequality (2.12) can be proved by using the result established in Step 2. Throughout Step 
1 to Step 3, the main tools are the maximum principle and Hopf's lemma. In order to prove (2.12), 
however, it requires an additional observation. More precisely, the convexity of the blunt body Wb, 
given in the statement (b4) of Definition 1.1 plays an important role in proving (2.12). 

Remark 2.4. The analysis in [1] shows that the convexity of the blunt body Wb is a sufficient 
condition to establish (2.12). But, it is unclear whether the condition (b4) in Definition 1.1 can be 
removed in proving (2.12). 

Step 4. Finally, Theorem 2.2(b) is proved by a limiting argument similar to Step 2 in§2.2. 
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3. DISCUSSION ABOUT DETACHED SHOCK SOLUTIONS TO THE SYSTEM (1.1) 

A weak solution of (1.1) with a shock T is defined almost same as Definition 1.2 except that its 
entropy(=農） jumps across the shock T in general, thus the vorticity(=▽ x u) is generated across 

the shock T even though an incoming flow is irrotational. 

As in§1, suppose that a non self-intersecting C1-curve T divides V into two open subdomains 
v-andか sothat v-nか=0 and v-UT Uか =V.

Definition 3.1 (Weak solution of (1.1) with a shock T). We define (p墨 1直 2,P)E [L00(V) n 

co(か） nc此（戸）]4 to be a weak solution to (1.1) with a shock T if the following properties are 
satisfied: 

(SD (p, u1, u2,P) is a weak solution to (1.1) in V in the sense of distribution, and T is C1; 
(SりIn戸， (p墨 1墨2,P)satisfy the equations stated in (1.1) pointwisely; 
図） For each point x, E T, define 

(p+, ut, ut,p+)(xぶ）：= lim (p,u1,'四，p)(x), (p―,u;-,u2,P―) (x.) := lim (p,u1,u2,p)(x). 
X→ x, X→ x, 
xEゎ+ xEゎ一

Then, (p氾 1墨 2,p) satisfy the following Rankine-Hugoniot conditions on T: 

炉(ut,吋） ・V=p―（町，好） ・V

国叫） ・T= (叫巧） ・T,

p月（吋吋）・研＋が =p―I(町五）・研 +p―

1 
-1(吋叫） 12 + 1P 1 1P 
2 ・V 匂ー l)p+= 2I(叫五）•研 +b-l)p-

where v is a unit no呵 al,and T is a unit tangential on T. 
(S~) On T, we have 

（吋，吋）• v =J O (or equivalently (町，U2)・V=J 0), 

and 

国叫）・ツ＃（叫，u2)・V.

図） Onゆ， theslip boundary condition 

国叫 ・n=O

holds for the inward unit normal vector field n onぬ

If (p, u,p) with u = (u1, 四） is a weak solution of (1.1) with a shock T, and if it is an entropy 
solution in the sense of Definition 1.3, then a direct computation with using (S~) stated in Definition 
3.1 yields that the entropy s+(:= (:+hl of the state (p+, u+ ,Pりisgiven by 

凸p-(u―・砂(1+ーにり +p―
s+ = P—(u-•v) 

for 炉＝
炉 (u―.v)2 

(p+), 三 1
on T. 

,+1 (2(u―・ 砂＋喜）
(3.1) 

Therefore, even if (p―,U―,p一） is a uniform state, the entropy s+ behind a shock Y can be a 
non-constant function unless the shock Y is a straight line so that u-• v is a constant along Y. 
This observation combined with the vorticity equation 

▽ XU= 
sp-r-1s⑫ 

(, -l)u1 
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stated in (1.3) implies that the vorticity is generated across a shock in general even if the incoming 
supersonic flow is irrotational. So it is natural to employ the system (1.1) in order to precisely 
analyze shock phenomena. Thus, we are led to the following questions: 

Question 1. Does the system (1.1) have an entropy solution (p直 1,u2, p) with a detached shock 

Ysh in配¥W; げ

Question 2. If it does, is the shock Ysh convex? 

It is our conjecture that the system (1.1) has an entropy solution with a detached shock in 
配¥Wb, But there is a difficulty. To construct a detached shock solution, the first step would be to 
find a far-field asymptotic limit of the solution. But, differently from the case of irrotational flow, 
we cannot choose a strong shock solution (which is a piecewise constant solution with a straight 
shock) given from a shock polar analysis as a far-field asymptotic limit. A detached shock Ysh is 
a curve not a straight line (this can be easily checked by a local analysis with using Definition 1.1 
and Rankine--Hugoniot conditions, stated in (S~) of Definition 3.1) so the entropy s+ given by (3.1) 
is a non-constant function along the shock Ysh• Therefore, the far-field asymptotic limit must be a 
non-constant vector field because the entropy behind a shock is given as a solution of the transport 
equation pu• ▽ S= 0. 

The convexity of a detached shock T sh seems even more difficult to prove for the case of the 
system (1.1) than the case of irrotational flow. The proof of Theorem 2.2(b) in [1] significantly 
relies on the fact that the entropy is assumed to be globally constant. The constant entropy yields 
the homogeneous differential equation 8x閃2-8四 u1= 0 which represents a zero-vorticity state. 
And, this equation is used to derive several homogeneous second order elliptic differential equations 

of physical variables such as u1, 四 andthe speed ✓ 可二可 inproving Theorem 2.2(b). See Eq. 
(2.11) for an example. By applying the maximum principle and Hopf's lemma to those equations, a 
non-vanishing property or a monotonicity of physical variables such as u1, u2 and the Mach number 
M are obtained. And, these properties are key ingredients in proving the convexity of a detached 

shock. For the system (1.1), on the other hand, the vorticity(= Bx, u2 -8, 砂 u1)is generally nonzero 

f 
s 

behind a shock, and its sign is same as the sign o x2 . As we seek for a detached shock solution 
u1 

with u1 > 0 away from the vertex point Pi。ofthe blunt body, the vorticity equation implies that 
the sign of the vorticity entirely depends on the sign of Sx2. Since the value of S is determined 
by (3.1) and the transport equation pu• ▽ S = 0, one can speculate that the sign of Sx2 depends 
on how the normal direction of a shock curve T sh changes. Therefore, it may be difficult to prove 
the existence of a detached shock T sh past the blunt body Wb and the convexity of T sh separately. 
Instead, we should try to construct a detached shock solution of (1.1) past the blunt body Wb with 
a convex shock Ysh• This would require a new iteration method. In addition, we should investigate 
whether the convexity of detached shock past a convex blunt body is an inevitable consequence. 
Many examples of convex detached shocks are observed in nature. But no rigorous understanding 
on their mechanisms is given up to this day. 
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